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Introduction

Abstract

With the increased
influence
of
surfaces
on the functioning
of devices
in the micro - electronics
industry,
a
host of new tools
have been developed
in
the last
decade
to analyze
the atomic
structures
of surfaces
L95J . Most of
these
tools
(such as Auger electron
and
X- ray photoelectron
spectroscopies)
have
been devoted
to spectroscopic
investiga
tion of the electronic
density
of
occupied
states
in solids
. From such
studies
on the binding
energy
(BE) of
core electrons
, in particul
ar , important
information
on the elect roni c structure
of a material
can be obtained
. These , in
turn,
permit
determ in ation
of the
effective
charges
on the atoms and the
polarity
of the bonds between
atoms of
different
types
in alloys
or compounds
L6J . Comparatively
few experiments
have
been carried
out to measure
the density
of unoccupied
elect ronic
states
. Appropriate
exper imental
methods
have been
discussed
by Nagel Lb~J. Among the
techniques
used to probe
the density
of
unoccupied
electronic
states,
x- ray
absorption
(XAS) , bremsstrahlung
isochromat
(BlS) , inverse
photoemission
(~PE) , and appearance
potential
(APS)
spectroscopies
have proved
to be the
most promising
approaches
.
In XAS the incident
x - ray s traverse
through
the sample.
X- rays of ap propriate
energy
are absorbed
by the
atoms and, as a result,
a core electron
is excited
to an unoccupied
state
above
the Fermi energy,
EF . The decrease
in
the transmitted
x -r ay intensity
is
measured . tlowever,
in this
spectroscopy
selection
rules
are rigorously
obeyed
and all
symmet r ies must be considerea
to
interpret
the spectral
features
. The
schematic
diagram,
in the one electron
approximation
, of the X- ray excitation
of a core state
is shown in fig . l .
ln B~S, the sample
to be inves tigated
serves
as the anode of an x - ray
tube . An x - ray spectrometer,
tuned
to a

Among the techniques
utilized
for
the study
of unfilled
density
of states
above the Fermi level
in a system,
appearance
potential
spectroscopy
(APS)
has eme r gea as one of the simplest.
Some
review
papers
on APS have appeared
in the
last
decade . Since
then APS has been
applied
to several
interesting
systems,
the studies
of which have been limited
by
other
experimental
techniqu
es availa ble.
This paper
reviews
some of these
applications
of APS . We discuss
briefly
the
one - electron
theory
describing
the APS
process
and outline
the basic
experimen tal set - ups used by workers
in this
field.
We then survey
some important
applications
of this
technique
to simple ,
as well as, multi - component
systems . The
results
of the applications
cited
are
compa r ed with those
from other
techniques
wherever
available.
The electronic
structure
of transition
metals,
rare
earths
and their
intermetallics
as
obtained
from APS spectra
are discussed.
The phenomena
of adsorption
and fine
structure
which are dependent
on the
surface
sensitivity
of APS are also
dealt
with by including
some interesting
applications
. Finally,
we take into
account
the strengths
and limitat
ions of
this
technique
and outline
the prospects
of this
spectroscopy
in attaining
its
importance
among the various
surface
spectroscopies
.
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fixed
quantum
energy
t w0 , reco r ds the
bremsstrahlung
yield
as a function
of the
accelerating
voltage
ac ro ss the tube .
Those electro
ns with initi al energy
E
with r espect
to EF of the anode , which
un dergo
radiative
transitions
with
emission
of a qu antum of energy
hw0 show
up in final
states
in the conduction
band
of t he sample
at an e ner g y E - hw0 .

to those
done with the B1S technique
. ln
this
spectroscopy,
the energy
of
incident
elect ron s is no more than a few
tens of elect ron volts . This technique
is,
therefore
, sensitive
to the surface
region
because
of the finite
path length
of low energy
electrons
. The
si mpl e
model stated
above has been shown to b e
valid
for isochromat
r esults
in the
X- ray energy
range,
where the method can
be regarded
as inverse
to XPS L46 , 54 ,
61,80 , 97J and hence
the name inverse
photoemission
.
Appearance
potential
spect r osco py
measu r es the pr obability
for electronic
excitation
of a core level
as a function
of incident
electron
energy . The ex p eri ment consists
of a simple
triode
arrangement
. The energy
of the incident
electrons
is gradually
increased,
and
the dependence
of the total
signal
strength
on this
energy
is measured . At
certain
energies
a sudden
change
(i ncrease
or decrease)
of the signal
is
obse r ved , which is connected
with the
excitation
of a give n e n ergy level
of
the sample . The sig n al is ext r acted
by a
potential
modulation
technique
. The
corresponding
transitions
in the on e
elect ron app roxim ation
a r e included
in
fig.l.
Because
of its
expe rim e n tal and
conceptual
simplicity
and the ability
to
obtain
detailed
info rm ation
from
structures
superimposed
on a large
background
L67,77,87J
APS has received
considerable
attention
. As a tool
for
chemical
a nalysis
it has its merits
when compared
with other
techniques,
especially
when applied
to multiple
co mponent
alloys
[2J,98J
. APS has also b een
shown to be sensitive
to adsorption
phenomena
L4 , J4 , 68 , 6YJ . Chemisorption
and oxidation
phases
can b e distin
g ui s h ed [68J . The s p ecial
advantages
of
APS over other
spectroscopies
are that
it is a non-dispersive
techniq u e and the
peaks
in the spectrum
are specific
to a
single
element . This makes it exper im en tally
simple
and allows
one to sepa rat e ly examine
the states
accessible
to core
electrons
of differe
n t eleme n ts on the
same surface
. An important
aspect
of APS
is that
it reveals
a localized
densit y
of states
because
the matrix
element
governing
the core hole prod u ction
involves
the ver y short
r ange wave
function
of the initial
co re elect ron
state . Since
electronic
excitation
does
not obey selection
rul es , APS reveals
information
regarding
the total
DOS. As
compa r ed to this,
XAS measures
only
specif ic symmetry
cha r acters
. As stated
a b ove , APS does not require
a dispersive
analyzer
in cont r ast to other
techni ques . It thus measures
energ y rather
than momentum . This accounts
for the
extreme
simplicity
o f the APS s p ect r ome ter .
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FIUURE 1: Schemat i c diagram
showing
electron
excitation
of a core state
in Xray absorption
(left)
, bremsstrahlung
emission
(middle)
and appearance
poten tial
( ri ght)
spectroscopies
.
Assuming
a co nst a nt radiative
matrix
element , the transition
probability
will
be proportional
to the density
of the
final
unfilled
states
. The measured
yield
will,
ther efo re , di rectly
r e fle ct the
density
of empty one - electron
states
. The
corresponding
schematic
diagram
is also
shown in fig . l . Inverse
photoemission
(IPE)
spectroscopy
rep r esents
an impor tant
a nd growing
a rea of the p r esent - day
surface
anal ysis
L28J . Meas urem ents in it
are carried
o ut in a manner ve ry s im ila r
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When the spectra
obtained
by these
techniques
are compared , they often
give
similar
results
for the same material
.
Therefore
certain
features
in the spectra
can be consistently
associated
with
corresponding
structures
in the electro
nic configuration
of the substance
being
studied
. The remaining
differences
are
caused
by a variety
of effects
such as
transport
phenomena
and varying
transi
tion
probabilities
, and these
must be
accounted
for before
any definitive
comparison
between
theoretical
calcula
tions
and experimental
results
is made.
APS, a fairly
old technique,
was
formulated
in 1921 L81J . Due to the
experimental
limitations
observed
at that
time,
it was abandoned
in l9jj.
ln the
1950's
it was briefly
revived
by Shinoda
et al ., [85J . Later
in the 1970's
it was
developed
as a practical
tool
for the
study
of the electronic
structure
and
composition
of solid
surfaces
by Park et
al ., [7~,JHJ . An excellent
historical
introduction
has been given
in Ref . L77] .
ln APS thermally
excited
electrons
are used as a source
of excitation
of the
core levels
of atoms in the surface
region . Fukuda et al.
L31J have used a
field - emission
electron
source . For
electron
beams with energy
under
2 keV,
the short
mean free
path
L82J for
inelastic
scattering
makes this
technique
surface - sensitive
. The excitation
of the
level
can be monitored
in several
ways :
1) The intensity
of the emitted
x - rays is
measured ; the method is called
Soft X- ray
APS or SXAPS L78J, 2) The total
current
of the secondary
electrons
is measured;
the method is called
Auger electron
APS
or AEAPS [39,47J,
and j) The current
of
the elastically
reflected
electrons
is
measured . As a certain
number of electr
ons are scattered
inelastically
at the
threshold
energy
of core level
excita tion,
they disappear
from the measured
current,
and the method is therefore
called
Disappearance
Potential
Spectros
copy or DAPS L50J. ln SXAPS and AEAPS
techniques
an ~ncrease
of the secondary
flux
at an excitation
threshold
is
observed
. The intensity
depends
on the
fluorescence
and Auger yields
respectively, which,
in turn , depends
on the type
of electron
shell,
on the binding
energy,
and on the atomic
environment
L5J . These
methods
give results
based
on the details
of the deexcitation
mechanism,
whereas ,
DAPS is free
of these
complications
.
The main information
L76J that
can
be obtained
from an APS spectrum
can be
summarized
as follows:
1) The spectral
lines
provide
a simple
means for iden tifying
the surface
constituents
. 2) The
threshold
of the spectral
line
corrected
for the work function
of the electro
n
source
and the energy
spread
of the
incident
electrons
measures
the BE of the

Spectroscopy

corresponding
core level . j) The
chemical
sh ifts,
in the position
of the
spectral
line,
give information
about
the cha nges in the chemical
bonding . 4)
The shape of the peak gives
an indirect
characterization
of the unfilled
density
of states
in the valence
band L71J which
is also
influenced
by surface
effects
L56J . 5) The height
of the peak is
proportional
to the square
of the local
density
of states
at the Fermi level
provided
that
the density
of states
attains
a maximum at EF . ln addition
to
these
the analysis
of the jd transition
metals
indicates
the following
charac teristics:
6) The width
of the positive
peak approximates
the width of the
unfilled
portion
of the jd band,
and 7)
In the absence
of the 4sp band,
the
height
of the negative
peak should
equal
the positive
peak . The decrease
in the
negative
peak thus measures
the con tribution
of the 4sp states
to the jd
bana .
ln the last
decade
the APS techni que has been reviewed
L9,42,77J.
Since
then many new applications
unique
to
this
technique
have been reported
. The
purpose
of this
paper
is,
therefore,
to
review
these
developments
underlying
the
potential
ap pli cations
of APS to the
modern technology
.
The paper
is organized
as follows
.
In the next section
we illustrate
the
one - electron
model governing
the APS
spectral
features
. In the "E xperimental
"
section
some experimental
understanding
is given
about
the different
set - ups .
The remaining
sections
are devotea
to
the applications
of APS . In the " 'rransi tion Metals " section
we discuss
the
elucidation
of the electronic
structure
of the jd transition
metals . More
important
in this
section
is the
possibility
of deriving
density
of
states
directly
from the APS spectrum .
The "Rare Earths " section
deals
with the
discussion
on the rare
earths.
The
one - electron
theory
explaining
satisfac
torily
the jd transition
metal
spectra
fails
when appl i ed to rare
earths.
We
discuss
in this
section
some of our
results
on rare earths
. ln the " lntermetallics"
section
we take some
interesting
intermetallics
and show how
the change
in their
electronic
structure
can be studied
. 'rhe " Adsorption"
and
" Fine Str ucture"
sections
are devoted
to
the other
important
applications
of APS .
The adsorption
of gases
on jd transition
metals
is purely
a surface
phenomenon
which can very well be studied
by APS
and is disc ussed
in the " Adsorption
"
section
. The unique
feature
of such a
study
is that
it is possible
to distin
guish
between
chemisorbed
and oxide
phases
in the case of oxygen exposure
to
the metals . ln the " Fine Structure
"
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section
is shown the application
of the
extended
appearance
potential
fine
structure
(EAPFS) observed
in the APS
s p ectra
for the determination
of geometr ical
i n formation
abo u t surfaces
. The
analogous
bulk technique
(extended
X- ray
absorption
fi n e structure
, EXAFS) is not
common to all
laboratories
. EAPF'S , due to
its
experimental
simplicity
, is a widely
available
option
for fine
structure
measurements
in any surface
analysis
laboratory
. Finally
in the " Summary"
section
we discuss
the merits
and
demerits
of APS and look into
the
diversification
of this
spect r oscopy
as a
more desi r able technique
for surface
analysis
.
Theoretical

having
energy
(E) in
eV . If the incident
by a state
£1 above
be conserved
by the
elect r on into
a state
f ig . 2 , and is given

where Vis
the potential
applied
between
a thermionic
emitter
and the anode , e<Pc
is the emitter
work function,
kT is the
average
thermal
energy
of the emitted
elect r ons and Eb is the BE of the core
electron
relative
to EF .
The recombination
of the core hole
may take place
radiatively
by the
emission
of a characteristic
x - ray
photon . This characteristic
emission
has
a distinct
threshold
given
by:

Model

In APS the surface
of
bombarded
with monochromatic

the range Oto
cOOO
electron
is captured
EF , the energy
may
excitatio
n of a core
£2 as shown in
by :

a solid
is
electrons

Eb=

eV + e¢c

(c)

+ kT

In the case of tungsten
filament
the
work function
etc is 4 . 5 eV . The correc tions
L76J due to the amplitude
of the
modulating
voltage
and the thermal
energy
spread
of the incident
electrons
amount to U. 5 eV . Thus the total
correc tion
comes to 5 . 0 eV . This value
needs
to be added to the values
obtained
in
the recorder
plots
so as to make the
determination
of BE directly
. The
absolute
value
of BE can be determined
without
correction
for emitter
work
function
by usin g a field-emission
elect ron source . This is discussed
later
in this
section
.
The total
x - r ay yield
Y(E) contains
two contributions,
YB(E), from the
bremsstrahlung
emission,
and Yc(E),
from
the characteristic
x-rays
[77 , 87]:
Y(E)

=

Yc(E)

+ YB(E)

(3)

The characteristic
x - rays are generated
by the radiative
decay of the core holes
created
by the incident
electrons
.
Therefore
Yc(E) is given
by:

Eb

Yc (E)

EPn an (E)
(4)
n
The summation
is over all
states
having
Eb< E . Pn is the probability
for the
radiative
decay of the core state
n and
is independent
of the incident
electron
energy . o n(E) , tl1e excitation
cross - s ec tion
of an electron
in the s u bshell
n,
represents
a function
which is zero for
E < Eb and smooth for E > Eb . It
represents
the ground
state
¢ and
excited
state
f(E 0 , E) with one - electron
wave functions,
and is given
by:

SAMPLE

FIGURE 2 : Electron
excitation
in APS . The
core e l ectro n may scatter
into
a state
£2
= eV + e <P
c + kT - £ 1 - E . The core hole
may subsequently
decay by the emission
of
characte
r istic
X- rays .

=

E

o ( E)

f¢ ( E

- Eb ) f ( E, Eb)

dE

0

where
level
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¢(E - Eb)
Lo r entzian

represents
f u nctio n.

the core
The function

( 5)

Appearance

f(E ,Et ) must take into
account
electron
promoted
to the Fermi
the scattered
incident
electron
given
by:

Pz( c 2 ,E)

Potential

both the
level
and
, and is

above EF • The dotted
curve
is the
derivative
of this
function
and is
characterized
by a negative
dip . For
metals
having
filled
d bands
the
situation
is sho wn in fig . 3b. The
derivative
of N2c(E)
is a step - like
function
shown dotted
in the figu r e . In
actual
practice
, the APS spectrum
looks
like
the dotted
curves
but broadened
by
the co r e -l evel
lifetime
width
and the
instrument
response
function
.
The instrument
response
function
results
primarily
from the amplitude
of
the potential
modulation.
The threshold
peak widths
measured
at half - maximum
must be corrected
for this
response
function
in order
to d r aw meaningful
conclusions
. The corrected
widths
(We)
can be calculated
from:

N( c 1 ) N(cz)
( 6)

where
£1 + £2 = E - Et . The factors
P1( £1,E) and P2(£2 , E) representing
the
respective
transition
prob abilities
, may
depend
on selection
rules,
and are
unknown . lf these
factors
are assumed
to
be independent
of £ and E over a small
range
of E values
above the threshold
value
Et, then they can be taken
as
simply
proportional
to N(E) . Eqn . (6)
reduces
to:
£-£1,
f(E,Et)

= j N(E -

Et

- £2)

N(E2)

d£2 ,

0

(

7)

where WMis the measured
width
of the
threshold
peak and Wp is the peak - to peak
modulation
voltage
applied
.
ln earl ier measurements
the BE in
an APS spectrum
was determined
in a
simple
way by the intersection
of the
extrapolated
projection
of the backg round and positive
going
low energy
slope
of the peak.
Since
the APS yield
is proportional
to the self-convolution
of the density
of the final
electron
states
broadened
by the finite
lifetime
of the core hole
and by the finite
experimental
resolution,
precise
knowledge
about
BE can be obtained
by
using
deconvolution
techniques
. Success ful deconvol uti on techniques
have been
developed
by Fukuda
et al . L37J , Dose et
al . L20J and Schulz
et al . L84J .
As stated
earlier,
the BE in APS is
obtained
directly
from the recorder
plots
by applying
the correction
for the
work function
of the thermionic
electron
source.
To avoid
the uncertainty
introduced due to this
correction
in the BE
measurements,
Fukuda
et al . [37J have
used a field-emission
electron
source.
ln this
the field - emitted
electrons
tunnel
through
the potential
barrier
at
the emitter
surface
. Therefore,
no
correction
for the work function
is
required
. Using such an electron
source,
absolute
2p3;2
core
level
BEs have been
determined
for 3d transition
metals
from
their
APS spectra
co r rected
for the
lifetime
broadening
of the core state

which is simply
the self - convolution
of
the density
of conduction
band states
. In
APS , the derivative
APS(E) of the yield
is determined
expe rimenta lly . Therefo r e ,
differentiating
e qn. (j) and taking
the
core level
density
of states
as Dirac
delta
function,
we get:
APS
( 8)

At EF the
structure
given
by
step - like
derivative
approximated
the density
and oE is
Therefore:

first
term vanishes
. The
in the APS spectrum
is then
the second
term . For a simple
density
of empty states
the
dN(E - E - c 2 ) /dE can be
L9J by tfEF oE , where NEF is
of states
at the threshold
the Dirac
delta
function.

APS (E)
The intensity
given
by:

=

at

NEF . N ( E - Et).
the

threshold

is

Spectroscopy

(9)

then
(10)

i .e.,
the height
of the structure
above
the background
is proportional
to the
square
of the density
of states
at EF .
APS is very sensitive
to DOS at EF .
Thus elements
having
low DUS give a weak
signal
in the spect rum. In fig . 3 is shown
the schematic
representation
of the DUS
for transition
and noble
metals
and is
taken
from ref.[72J
. The Fermi energy
EF
in the case of tra n sition
metals
lies
in
a narrow,
partially
filled
ct- band as
shown in fig . 3a . The one - electron
density
of states
is give n by N(E) . The two - electron
density
of conduction
states
N2c(E)
is given
by the self-convolution
of N(E)

L37 J.
Experimental
I n SXAPS the total
soft
x - ray
intensity
emittea
by a sample
under
electron
bombardment
is measured
as a
f u nction
of incident
electron
energy
L7JJ . The schematic
of this
spectrometer
is shown in fi g .4. Electrons
from a
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N(E)

.

(b)

(a)

FIGURE j: Schematic
representation
of the DOS in APS. (a) Partially
filled
d band for
transition
metals . N(E) is the one - electron
DOS. The two electron
density
of conduc tion
states
N c (E) is given
by the self - convolution
of N(E) above Ep . The derivative
2
of this
function
is the dotted
curve and is characterized
by a sharp
peak at Ep
followed
by a negative
dip . (b) The ct band just
filled
for noble
metals . The deriva tive
of N2 c (E) is a step - like
function
. The figures
are reproduced
by permission
from
ref . C72J .

ref .
sig.
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tungsten
filament
F impinge
on the sample
S to be st u died .
A grid
electrically
separates
the filame n t - target
a nd the
det e ctor
assemblies
. The entire
system
is
e nclosed
in a stainless
steel
chamber
a nd
is maintained
under
UHV co nditions.
X- rays passing
through
the grid
strike
the walls
of the chamber
whi ch act as a
photocathode.
The resulting
photoelectrons are collected
on an electrode
which
is bi ased at
+300 V . The filament
is
biased
positive
with
respect
to the
chamber
walls
in order
to prevent
the
electrons
from reaching
the collector
.
The extractio
n of the sig nal in the first
differential
mode is accomplished
by the
modulatio
n technique
. The accelerating
voltage
is modulated
by a small
sinusoi
dal signal
. The output
is synchronously
detected
and amplified
with the help
of a
phase - lock amplifier
. Details
of the
experimental
technique
are availa ble in
Refs . [ll,77,78J.
AEAPS spectrometer
is very much
simila r to the SXAPS exce pt fo r some
minor
changes . The spectrometer
fabri cated
in our laboratory
L40J consists
of
a triode
arrangement
and is shown in
fig . 5 . The anode completely
surrounds

co r e state ; therefore
the anode
serves
as a col lector
of back - scattered
electrons
. The current
in the anode sample
circuit
is then:
I

I

filament,

~
Vo

( 12)

where Ip is the primary
electron
current
, and ls is the seconda ry
electron
current
. This ls arises
as a
result
of the interaction
of primary
electrons
and the sample . Because
the
anode potential
is kept
constant
, the
primary
current
r emains
constant
.
Variations
in I then r eflect
changes
in
the secondary
cur r ent only . An incr ease
in ls due to the emission
of Auger
elect rons accompanying
the
onset
of a
core level
excita t ion will
indicate
a
sudden
decrease
in I . Extraction
of this
information
is accomplished
by differen
tiating
the secondary
current
with
respect
to the target
voltage
. This
is
done by superimposing
a small
signal
in
the filament
circuit
. The secondary
c ur rent
in the anode - sample
circuit
that
varies
at this
frequency
is then
synchronously
detected
with a phase - lock
amplifie
r . Because
the secondary
e lectr on emission
does not exhibit
a
linear
dependence
on incident
electron
energy,
it is generally
advantageous
to
make measurements
in the second
deriva tive
mode .
Single - crystal
materials
exhibit
a
complicated
AEAPS spectra
at low
energies
C74J . In fact,
the APS struc ture
is completely
masked by a low
energy
electron
diffraction
(LEED)
structure
. This
structure
is formed
only
by elastically
scattered
elect ron s . To
separate
the elastic
and inelastic
contributions
to the APS spectra,
Eckertova
and Pavluch
C29 , 79J have
s u ggested
a use of a j - grid
hemispheri
cal syste m in a special
arrangement
. A
schematic
representation
of this
system
is shown in fig . 6 . The gria
G1 has the
same potential
as that
of the sample.
The grid
G2 ope rate s on a positive
potential
and collects
the backscattered
electrons
. So me of these
electrons
strike
G2 whi le others
pass
through
the
space
between
U2 and U3 . G3 has a
negative
potential
and controls
the
operation
of the spectrometer
. There
a re
two modes of ope r ation
o f the spectrome
ter:
the low e nergy
APS (known as LEAPS)
and the high energy
APS (known as HEAPS)
measurements
. The limit
between
these
two modes is determined
by the potential
of G3 . By changi n g this
pot ent ial
the
co ntributi
ons of elect r ons with dif ferent
energies
can be obtained
. The
advantages
of such a modified
spectrome
ter are that
it r educes
the e ffect
of
the primary
c urrent
on the spectra
and
also
reduces
the non - linearity
of the

sample

anode\
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FIUURE j: Schematic
diag ram of Auger
elect ron appearance
potential
spectromet
er . Field - emitted
electrons
passing
through
an apertu r e in the anode impinge
on the sam pl e . Signal
is extracted
by the
potential
modulation
technique
.
the filament
except
for a one mm exit
aperture
in the top of the a node as
shown.
The target
sample
is mounted
di re ctly
above the ape r t ur e . Electrons
emitted
from the filament
are accelerated
to the anode by a constant
potential
. The
target
is also
at a positive
potential
and is linearly
varied
by a programm a ble
ramp gene rator.
The anode potential
is
held
at a voltage
that
is higher
than the
maximum voltage
of the ramp for a certain
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surface
conditions
. ln DAPS, the back scattering
cross
section
of the electr
ons in the solid
is low . This makes the
total
reflection
coefficie
nt r ather
small
(of the order
of 10- j to 10- 2)
which in turn
reduces
the sig n al -t o noise
r atio . Andersson
et al . L2J have
designed
a low noise
SXAPS spectromet
er
to improve
the signal - to -n oise
ratio.
lt
consists
of a silicon
surface - barrier
diode
detector
cooled
with liquid
nitrogen
. They have us ed an Al winaow to
filter
out low energy
photons . Lee L60J
has discussed
the signal - to -n oise
perfo r mance of SXAPS spectrometer
in the
cases
of quantum a nd energy
detectors
.
He found that
in the useful
electron
energy
range,
the sensitivity
of energy
detectors
is superior
to that
of quantum
detectors
using
x - ray filter
. He sug gested
the us e of an e nergy detector
with unity
quantum
efficiency
and the
largest
possible
collection
efficiency
in order
to achieve
maximum sensitivity
in SXAPS spectrometer
. The sensitivity
can further
be enhanced
by geometrical
arrangement
of the detector
, the
elect ron beam and the sample .
The resolution
of the s pectrom eter
depe nds on several
factors,
such as the
voltage
drop ac ross
the filament,
the
thermal
e ner gy sp r ead of the incident
electron
energy
and the amplitude
of
the modulation
voltage
. Taking
such
factors
into
consideration
, the resolution
in SXAPS can be kept
L72J below 0 . 5
eV , making it the highest
resolution
core -l evel spectroscopy
available
.

Lock in

saw-tooth
voltage

1

30V Ua3 30V

FlUURE 6: Schematic
of the LEAPS method .
Grid G3 controls
the operation
of the
spectrometer
. The same set -up could be
used for DAPS by applying
proper
voltage
to U3 . The figure
is reproduced
by
permission
from ref.
L29J,
electron
gun . With these
modifications
the signal
to background
ratio
is
considerably
enhanced,
thus facilitating
good interpretation
of the spectra
,
especially
in the case of single
crystals . Due to the smooth background
the
fine
structure
appearing
on the high
energy
side of a particular
core level
spectrum
can be easily
detected
and
analyzed
to obtain
important
information.
Konishi
et al . L51J have also
used a
similar
spectrometer
to carry
out the
AEAPS analyses
. The DAPS spectrum
can be
measured
with the same spectrometer
shown
in fig.6
by changing
the potential
of the
grid G5 • At a particular
potential
applied
to G5 the secondary
electron
current
at the threshold
dec reases.
The
elastically
reflected
electrons
then
constitute
the DAPS signal .
The major problem
encountered
in APS
is the signal - to -n oise
ratio.
In the
SXAPS a broad-band
noise
is present
due
to Bremsstrahlung
photons,
and this
increases
steadily
with the primary
electron
energy
L96J . In AEAPS , the yield
of low energy
secondary
electrons
is not
a simple
function
of the p ri ma ry electron
ene rgy and depends
sensitively
on the

Transition

Metals

Core level
BE data are used in a
number of surface
spectroscopies
. It is
usually
assumed
that
BEs dete rmin ed by
on e technique
are the same as those
determined
by others . lt has , however,
been shown that
small
but significant
differences
do exist
in BEs measured
by
diffe ren t methoas
Ll ,J JJ . Fundamental
diffe rences
have been found between
the
BEs measured
by APS and x - ray photoel ectron
spectroscopy
(XPS) . XPS values
have generally
a pp eared
to be larger
than those
measured
by APS . This may
result
from the substantial
difference
in final
states
in the two types
of
spect ros copies
L3~J . APS normally
measu r es the BE of negative
ions whereas
XPS values
are characteristic
of
positive
ions . Webb and Williams
L99J
have found close
agreement
between
APS
and XPS values
for Fe and Ni . They
suggested
that
the core - level
widths
and
surface
chem i cal shifts
contribute
to
the dif f erences
between
BEs obtained
with the two t ech niques.
A se ri es of
measurements
of the 13 - shell
BEs of six
jd transition
metals
by XPS , AEAPS , and
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core - level
electron
energy - loss
spectro
scopy
(EELS) was made with
the same
specime n materials
and the same reference
power s up plies
L32J . This
study
indicates
that
BE differences
up to about
1 . 5 eV
can occur .
Anderson
et al . [lJ
have made use of
a new photoelectron
spectroscopy
technique to carry
out a meaningful
comparison
of XPS a n d APS BEs . This
technique
is
called
Fermi - level
Referenced
Electron
Spectroscopy
for Chemical
Analysis
(FRESCA) . It has the principal
advantage
of yielding
absolute
measurements
of the
energy
of photoelectrons
. It also
eliminates
most of the inherent
sources
of erro r in XPS and does not require
BE
standards
to relate
the measurements
to
an absolute
energy
scale . The BEs
measured
with FRESCA and APS agree
very
well
at lower
energies
in the case
of
transition
metals.
At energies
above
600
eV significant
differences
are observed
.
Anderson
et al . LlJ suggest
that
this
effect
may be primarily
related
to the
filling
of the d - bana rather
than
to the
energy
of the exciting
photoelectrons.
In
reality
there
can be different
final
states
and a varying
screening
response
of the solid
for each type of excitation.
Until
these
effects
are clearly
under stood,
accurate
BE data
for one spectros
copy should
not be assumed
to be ap plicable
to other
spectroscopies
with
the
same accuracy
.
Overall,
the BEs of the L2, L3 core
levels
of transition
metals
derived
from
APS spectra
are in all
cases
lower
than
the literature
values
LbJ. Dev and
Brinkman
L18J correlated
these
surface
chemical
shifts
to the reduced
coordina
tion
of the surface
atoms
resulting
from
the low penetration
depths
of incident
electrons.
It is important
to note
that
the measurement
of energy
level
differen
ces is simpler
and more precise
because
these
are not affected
by the distribu
tion
of valence
electrons
. The observed
APS spectral
peaks
show excellent
agreement
with
the 1 5 - 12 spin
orbit
intervals
for the 3d transition
elements
.
On the basis
of a one - electron
model,
it is expected
that
the APS
spectrum
of a given
core
level
of a 3d
transition
metal
will
exhibit
a positive
threshold
peak whose width
is determined
by the width
of an unoccupied
3d band,
followed
by a negative
- going
peak . In the
absence
of overlap
between
3d and 4sp
bands,
the negative
peak would equal
the
positive
peak . The size
of the negative
peak therefore
reflects
the relative
contr ibu tion
of the 4sp states
. The
systematic
study
[76 J of the L2 3 levels
APS spectra
shows a progressive'decrease
in the width
of the 3d bands
and in the
size
of the negative
peak with Z . These
measured
widths
after
correction
for the

Spectroscopy
lifetime
broadening
of 13 level
are in
excellent
agreement
with Snow and
Waber ' s [88 J calculations
and clearly
indicate
that
3d transition
series
elements
follow
a rigid - band model . On
the basis
of the rigid - band model , it is
anticipated
for the 2p spectra
of Cu,
for which
the 3d band is full,
to
display
steps
at the Lj and 12 thresho
lds instead
of the positive
peak which
is characterist
i c of the 3d series
elements
. The predictions
of the theory
are borne
out by the experiment
[76J,
and Cu indeed
is void of any distinctive
positive
peak,
as expected
.
Ertl
and Wandelt
[33J have studied
the Ni/Cu alloys
by SXAPS to determine
the variation
with alloy
composition
of
the densities
of states
at EF . According
to the rigid
band model the d states
of
Ni should
be completely
filled
at higher
Cu concentrations
. Consequently
, no Ni
12 3 peaks
should
show up in the alloys
with higher
Cu concentration
. However,
pronounced
peaks
were observed
in the Ni
12 3 region
even in alloys
with more
than 55 % Cu. These
peaks
are caused
by
the existence
of d holes
at Ni sites
.
Also,
d holes
should
exist
at the sites
of Cu atoms
in alloys
containing
less
than
~ ':,':, % Cu . As a result
, APS peaks
of Cu 12 3 levels
were expected
in
alloys
with<
:,5 % Cu. But Ertl
and
Wandelt
did not observe
any peak in the
Cu L2 3 region
in the alloys.
These
results
led them to conclude
that
the
rigid
band moael
is not valid
for this
alloy
system.
On the basis
of one electron
model
the relative
intensities
of 1 5 and 12
spectra
are expected
to be given
by the
statistical
weighting
2j + 1 . This
predicts
an L3/L2 intensity
ratio
of 2 .
Park and Houston
L76J have systematical
ly studied
the variation
of L3/L2
intensity
ratio
across
the first
transi
tion
series
and observed
a distinct
minimum at Cr . Deviation
of the results
from the statistical
weighting
of 2
implies
either
an anomaly
in the excitation
probability
or j dependent
selec tion
rules
for the radiative
decay
of 2p
holes . They have excluded
the first
probability
in the case of Cr by observ ing this
ratio
from the AEAPS to be
exactly
2 L47J . Another
effect,
known as
" resonance
" , needs
to be considered
while
discussing
this
ratio
for Cr . If
the photocathode
used to detect
the
radiative
yield
contains
the same
elements
as the anode
being
studied,
the
intensity
ratios
of closely
spaced
levels
are expected
to be altered.
Park
and Houston
cleaned
their
samples
by
sputtering
and heating
at high
tempera tures
in situ . Cr has the highest
vapor
pressure
among the 3d metals . Therefore,
in their
experiment,
the photocathode
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was very likely
to be Cr . However,
in the
absence
of experimental
work which deals
with such a resonance
effect
, it is safe
to conclude
that
the AEAPS more accurate
ly reflects
the relative
excitation
probabilities
of 2p levels
since
the
radiative
transition
probabilities
for
these
levels
are extremely
small . The
experimental
results
are,
therefore
,
consistent
with the predictions
of one
electron
theory
that
the excitation
probabilities
of 2p 5 ; 2 and 2Pl / 2 levels
go as 2j + 1. In the case of rare earths
th e ratio
of the change
in the total

I
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overall
trend
is consistent
with the j - j
coupling
transition
rates
in rar e
earths .
Assuming
co nstant
transition
matrix
elements
and sharp
core hole states,
SXAPS gives , within
a one - electron
approx im ation,
an autoconvoluted
picture
of the conduction
band density
of
states
. The desired
density
of the
unoccupied
states
is related
to the
resulting
line
shape of the SXAPS
spectrum
in a nonlinear
fashion
. Dose et
al.
[20 , 21,2bJ
have aeveloped
a success ful inversion
procedure
for the integral
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FIGURE 7: L 3 -level
APS spectr um of Cr. (a) Open circles
indicate
measured
spectrum.
Full
c ircl es represent
the same spectrum
after
correction
for energy
losses.
(b) Broken
cur ve represents
the density
of empty electronic
states
in Cr . Ful l circles
are the
deconvo lut ion of the data
(fu ll circles)
in fig. (a). The full
curve
is derived
from
theoretical
ca l culations.
The figures
are reproduced
by perm ission
from ref.
[22).

fluorescence
yield
of M5 to the same
change
of M4 should
be 3/2 on the basis
of this
theory . This is different
from
the L3 / L2 ratio
obtained
_for the transi tion metals . Hua et al . L48] have
measured
the M5/M4 ratio
for the rare
earth
series
from SXAPS. They classified
this
ratio
into
three
groups
equal
to
3/2 , 4/ 2, and 5/2 across
the series.
Chopra et al . Ll5J have,
however,
foun d a
gradual
increase
in this
ratio
with Z. It
seems that
for heavier
rare
earths
3d3;2
holes
decay via radiative
tra n sitions
with a smaller
probability
than 3d5;2
holes . Towards
the end of the rare
earth
series
this
ratio
reach es a maximum with
Tm and then tenas
to decrease
. The

equation
L equation
~J and derived
the
density
of states
for Cr, Fe and Ni from
their
experimental
SXAPS data L22J.
Figure
7 shows the density
of empty
electronic
states
in Cr o btained
by
deco nvoluti
on of the experime nt al data .
The data have been compared
with the DOS
derived
from the theoretical
calculations . Considering
the broadening
resulting
from the energy
losses
in the
sample prior
to core hole excitation
the
overall
agreement
in the case of 3d
transition
metals
between
theory
and
expe rim ent is very good . The deviations
in the region
beyond the d band maximum
seem to indicate
the l imits
of validity
of the correction
procedure.
They have
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also found
[27J good agreement
between
the theoretical
calculations
and the
experimentally
obtained
and deconvoluted
SXAPS spectra
of Hf, Ta and W. Schulz
et
al . [84J have carried
out a highly
resolved
appearance
potential
study
of
polycrystalline
ferromagnetic
Fe , Co , and
Ni . By means of a deconvolution
technique
developed
by them, they found good
agreement
between
the derivea
DOS from
APS spectra
of these
elements
and the
single-particle
band structure
calculations.
Dose and Reusing
L24J have shown
that
the structural
features
in the SXAPS
spectra
of elemental
Co, Ni, and Cu
correspond
to the structure
in the s-p
like
density
of states
of these
metals .
The results,
therefore,
convincingly
demonstrate
the potential
of SXAPS in
combination
with the autoconvolution
procedure
to derive
the density
of states
from the SXAPS line
shape .

Smith et al . [87J have found an apparent
relationship
between
the portions
of
SXAPS spectra
and the soft
x - ray absorp
tion
data for rare
earths
.
We have made a comparative
study
[14J of M4 5-levels
SXAPS of rare
earth
metals
(fig . 8) to understand
the trends

-
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69Tm
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w

>
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The theory
that
relates
the SXAPS
line
shapes
to the self - convolution
of
one-electron
density
of states
above EF
has worked well for the 3d transition
metals
and some of the simple
metals
[66,67,76J.
The basic
assumption
of the
theory
is that
both the excited
core
electron
and the scattered
projectile
electron
are implanted
in the spatially
extended
states
in the conduction
band .
However,
for rare
earths
the self-convolution
model fails.
Considerable
discrepancies
between
theory
and experiment have appeared.
The breakdown
of the
one - electron
model occurs
because
the
excited
core electron
may occupy
4f
orbital
which i s quite
localized
about
the excited
ion.
An interpretation
of the
SXAPS line
shapes
in terms
of the atomic
like
transitions,
including
exchange
interaction,
rather
than in terms
of
continuous
interband
transitions,
violates
the fundamental
assumption
on
which the one electron
model is based.
To
explain
the SXAPS of rare
earths,
Wendin
[100]
has proposed
a two densities
of
states
model : one for the scattered
projectile
electron
and the other
for
the excited
ion with an electron
- hole
pair.
The two densities
of states
may be
interacting
or non-interacting
with each
other.
For the projectile
electron
the
DOS is proportional
to conduction
band
states
generally
represented
by the
bremsstrahlung
isoch r omat data . The DOS
for the core electro
n is localized
and
approximated
with the soft
x - ray absorp tion
measurements.
One o r both of these
may contain
h i ghly localized
states
. This
model is n o longer
app r opriate
when both
the p rojectile
electron
and excited
core
e l ectro n occ u py 4f orbitals
on the same
excited
ion of 4d94fN +2 co n figu r ation .
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ENERGY(ev)FIUURE 8: M4 5- levels
SXAPS spectra
of
rare ea r ths .' The spectra
are aligned
for
purposes
of making comparison.
The
complex i ty o f the secondary
str u cture
is
seen to be r i ch for medium ra r e earths
and aecreases
for l i ght and heavy rare
ea r ths . The figure
is rep r oduced by
permission
from ref . [14 J .
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across
the series.
The spectra
have been
aligned
for purposes
of making com parison.
The peak intensities
are not
normalized.
The M4 and M5 spectral
region
consists
of two main peaks superimposed
with secondary
structure.
The complexity
of this
structure
is rich for medium rare
earths
and decreases
for light
and heavy
rare
earths.
The intensity
of the M4 peak
decreases
with z. Accoraing
to oneelectron
theory
the intensity
ratio
of M5
to M4 peaks
is computea
by the statistical weighting
of 2j + 1. For rare earths
this
ratio
is predicted
to be 1,5,
The
systematic
study
of the SXAPS of rare
earths
indicates
a significant
increase
of M5/M4 intensity
ratio
towards
the end
of the series,
reaching
a maximum with Tm
and then tending
to decrease.
The trend
is consistent
with the j-j
coupling
transition
rates
in rare earths . As the
4f levels
are
progressively
filled,
the
radiative
probability
of 3d3;2 ➔ 4f7;2
transition
decreases
without
affecting
the 3d5;2
➔ 4f7;2
transition
probability
significantly.
The intensity
ratio
of M5
to M4 peaks
is predicted
to be 1.5 as
stated
earlier
. The deviation
of this
ratio
in the case of rare earth
series
from the statistically
weighting
of 1.5
implies
an anomaly
in the excitation
probability.
We have also
recorded
the M2
and M5 -l evel SXAPS of the same elements
and found these
to b e more than an order
of magnitude
weaker
relative
to M4 and M5
peaks.
This indicates
that
rare earths
exhibit
int e nse SXAPS structures
for
those
core levels
which have proper
symmetry
to satisfy
dipole
selection
rules
for transitions
to the final
states
.
Any explanation
of the SXAPS of rare
earths
must take into
account
the local
character
of the atoms . Some authors
L41,87J
have proposed
the resonant
scattering
interaction
in which both the
incident
and jd core electrons
occupy the
atomic
4f orbitals
according
to 3dl04fN
+
e ➔ jd94fN +2 tr·ansition
where N varies
from O for La to 14 for Yb. This implies
that
SXAPS are not predicted
for rare
earths
with less
than two 4f vacancies
.
However,
SXAPS spectra
of rare earths
with less
than two 4f vacancies
have been
observed
by Chopra and Martin
L14J. The
systematic
investigations
of the rare
earths
[14,41J
also
reveal
some clues
regarding
the excitation
probabilities
of
various
transition
channels.
Tm69 (g round
state
3dl04fl2)
may assume either
of the
final
state
configurations:
jd94fl4
or
jd94fl3sf
(where sf is the conti nuum
state)
depending
on the scattering
modes
of the incident
and excited
core electrons. Tm SXAPS yields
a strong
M5 peak
which is not rich
in complex line
structure.
The next element
Yb70 is
divalent
and has no 4f vacancy.
However,
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Yb203 has been reported
to be trivalent
with 4fl3 configuration.
The measured
M5-level
SXAPS from oxidized
Yb surface
is quite
broad and complex,
and is
approximately
15 to 20 percent
in
intensity
relative
to the Tm peak.
It is
obvious
that
resonant
process
which
scatters
both electrons
into the 4f
state
is not valid
in Yb203 which has
only a single
4f vacancy.
The SXAPS
spectrum
of Yb203, therefore,
results
from the second
resonant
process
of the
scattering
of two elect ron s to the final
state
configuration
4fl4sf.
From the
comparison
of M5-level
SXAPS of Yb20 5
with that
of Tm, it is estimated
that
the oscillator
strengths
of the M5- or
M4-level
SXAPS peaks is divided
between
the jd94fN+2
and jd94fN +l sf configuration
states
in the ratio
of 5 : 1, based
on the peak intensities.
The exchange
interaction
between
the 4f electrons
and jd hole splits
the
final
state
configuration
into a multiplet.
The multiplicity
of these
levels
,
however,
depends
entirely
on the number
of 4f electrons
and is maximum when the
4f levels
are half
full.
The exchange
interaction
in the case of the jd levels
of rare earths
is weaker
than the
spin -orb it interaction
. The observed
line
structure
is,
therefore,
grouped
arouna
the spin - orbit
components
and
constitutes
a small
fraction
of total
oscillator
strength
of the jd excita tion.
The line
structure
is then
expected
to get quit e complex for medium
rare earths
and then to tend to decrease
towards
the extreme
enas of the series
.
This is,
indeed,
demonstrated
by the
data of the present
investigation.
The exchange
interaction
plays
a
more dominant
role
in the 4d-4f
transitions
for the rare
earths . The spin-orbit splitting
is rather
weak. The
multiplet
splitting
is expected
to be
more pronounced
when the 4d level
is
excited.
As a result
of the strong
exchange
interaction
between
the 4d
vacancy
and 4f electrons,
the final
state
splits
into a multiplet
spread
over 20 eV. Each of the final
state
configurations
consists
of a large
number of terms,
and the number of
possible
transitions
to these
terms is
la rge. The observed
SXAPS spectra
for
N4 5 levels
of rare
earths
are,
therefofe,
quite
complex
[ lOJ. The detailed
theoretical
calculations
of the convoluted
bands with the multiple
splitting due to exchange
interaction
in the
presence
of an extra
electron
are
needed for more plausible
interpretation
of these
spectra.
Shulakov
et al.
[b6J have studiea
in the La N4 5-region
the ultrasoft
x-ray
emission
spectra
of lanthanum
oxidizea
in vacuum.
The spectra
were
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taken
at various
incident
electron
energies
. New structural
features
appeared
in the spectrum
with increasing
electron
energy . Based on dipole
selec tion
rules,
the va r ious peaks
in the
radiation
spectrum
have been attributed
to the radiative
decay via the new states
formed for x - ray emission
. They have
compared
these
features
with those
in the
isochromat
spectra
of La20 5 . The in tegrated
bremsstrahlung
intensity
was
found to increase
monotonically
with the
electron
energy . This variation
in the
intensity
is responsible
for the struc ture
of the APS spectrum
and may arise
near the thresholds
because
of anomalies
in the cross
section
for the inelastic
scattering
of electrons
into
free
electron
states
of the target
. They
conclude
that
the main contribution
to
the fine
structure
of the La N4 5 APS
spectrum
comes from the characteristic
5d-5p and bremsstrahlung
channels.
The
resonance
lines
in the 4d emission
spectrum
of La are usually
associated
with transitions
to the ground
state
from
highly
localized
excited
states
below the
threshold
. The features
observed
in the
N4 5 APS spectrum
have been very well
ac6ounted
for by the principal
channels
of radiative
decay of a 4d vacancy
in the
x-ray
emiss ion spectrum . This study
demonstrates
that
the x-ray
emissio n
spectrum
of La can very well be used to
explain
the str uctur es associated
with
its
APS spectrum.
I nterm e t alli

Spe ctrosco

py

elemental
L3 SXAPS of Ni, Co, and Fe and
interpret
them as being
characteristic
of lo n g range
order
since
they do not
show in either
amo r phous or crystalli
ne
states
of the alloy . These spectra
obtained
in the amorphous
state
of the
alloy
exhibit
certain
changes . Nickel
spectrum
shows considerable
broadening
of the d band peak , whereas
Co and Fe
spectra
remain
practically
unchanged
in
this
part
of the spectra
. All three
spectra
differ
in the region
of the
signal
dominated
bys
partial
density
of
states
. The ratio
of s to d partial
DOS
is in all
three
cases
considerably
higher
in the alloy
than in the pure
samples . On crystallization
, of the
alloy
in situ,
the boron spectrum
shows
dramatic
changes
including
a large
core - level
shift . The spectra
of amor phous states
is characteristic
of a pure
s band , On crystallization
it con tributes
significantly
to the locals
partial
DOS at the Co and Fe ato m sites
.
The observed
spectra
of Co and Fe indeed
exhib it small
but distinct
changes
indicating
an increase
in the s partial
DOS at the respective
atom sites . The
spectra
of Ni and Si, however,
do not
change
on crystallization
. Overall
the
application
of SXAPS to metallic
glass
rev eals
a lot of information
regarding
the elect ronic
structure
whi ch is not
accessible
by other
spectroscopic
techniques.
Moreover,
this
applicatio
n
shows that
SXAPS , not limited
to binary
alloys,
is p artic ular ly suitable
for the
study
of multicomponent
systems .
We have utilized
the SXAPS techni qu e to study
the rare
earth-transition
metal
intermetallics
[12,13,43,44J
. Most
of La-Ni intermetallics
are found to be
paramagnetic,
The paramagn etic
susceptibility
can be accounted
for solely
in
terms of the La component,
while
Ni is
assumed
to be non - magnetic
. Alloying
Ni
with electron
- rich
La diminishes
the Ni
magnetic
moment progressively
as the La
content
incr eases . Traditionally
this
has been ascribed
to the filling
of the
Ni ct- band by extra
electrons
supplied
by
La . XPS studies,
however,
indicate
that
despite
band filling,
there
is no
evidence
of large
charge
transfer
[45J.
Ni has only 0.6 d vacancies,
and Ni
spectra
should
reflect
complete
filling
of jd band at high La concentration
as a
result
of charge
transfer
. Hatwar and
Chopra [43J have investigated
the SXAPS
of La - Ni intermetallics
. Since
SXAPS
probes
the local
density
of unfilled
states,
any vacant
ct- states
in Ni band
of the intermetallics
will
be reflected
in the Ni SXAPS spectra
. The changes
in
spectral
features
of SXAPS will
give
information
about
the charge
transfer
and hybridization
of the valence
bands
of the constit
u ents , Since
La 3d3;2 and

cs

Valence
ban d spectroscopies
(AES and
XPS) are practically
limited
to binary
alloys
because
of the complications
encountered
with the increase
in the
number of alloy
constituents.
In contrast
to AES and XPS which probe
the occupied
DOS of the sample,
SXAPS measures
the
unoccupied
conauction
band DOS. An
important
aspect
of SXAPS should
be
pointed
out in the present
context.
Si nce
the matrix
element
governing
the core
hole creation
involves
very short
range
wave function
of initial
core electron
state,
the technique
is expected
to
reveal
a localized
DOS. Since
the spectra
of different
constituents
is well
separated
in energy , the application
of
SXAPS is by no means limited
to binary
alloys
. The changes
in SXAPS spectral
features
and shifts
in BE which accompany
alloy
formation
will
better
characterize
the alloys
.
Metallic
glasses
are believed
to be
normally
void of crystal
periodicity
and
exhibit
band structure
changes
on
crystallization
[23J . Dose and Haertl
report
the SXAPS measurements
on metallic
glass
Co58Ni10Fe5B16Si11
(Vitrovac
6010)
[23] . They observed
satellites
in the
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of La and L 2 3 -levels
of
The figure
is reproduced

Ni 2P3;2 have nearly
the same energy
and
their
SXAPS peaks overlap , Ni L2 peak was
used to gain information
regarding
the
electronic
structure
of these
intermetal
lics.
The spectra
of LaNix (x = 1 to 5)
were investigated
and are shown in fig . y.
The intensity
of Ni L2 peak decreases
as
the concentration
of La increases
(i . e . ,
going from LaNi5 to LaNi) . The band
structure
calculations
of LaNi5 indicate
the transfer
of 1.5 electrons
per La atom
to Ni [62 J. The 1., electrons
will
be
sufficient
to fill
the 0 . 6 ct hole of Ni
in LaNi and 1 . 2 d holes
of Ni in LaNi2 .
As a result
we sho u ld not expect
Ni L2

Ni SXAPS spectra
in
by permiss i on from

pure
ref.

metals
(43].

and

SXAPS in these
intermetallics
. However,
in no case a complete
disappearance
of
Ni L2 peak was observed
. The appearance
of Ni L2 peak consistently
in all the
La - Ni intermetallics
indicates
the
presence
of the jct unoccupied
states
in
the conduction
band of Ni . rhe mere
charge
transfer
is,
therefore,
not
considered
adequate
to explain
the
present
SXAPS results.
BIS of pur e La
shows a peak at ,..._,5 eV above Ep
co rrespon ding to 4f states
L55J. At this
energy
the var i ation
in DOS of Ni are
minimal
LeYJ. According to the joint
density
of states
model the APS spectra
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of Ni (as well as of La) should
show,
apart
from the threshold
peak,
a struc ture
for the peak in DOS at rv 5 eV above
EF, Since
no such structure
has been
observed
in SXAPS spectra
of La and Ni in
La - Ni system,
it is logical
to conclude
that
the joint
density
of states
model
fails
to account
for the bonding
in these
intermetallics.
As an alternative
explanation,
the effect
of hybridization
of La and Ni wave functions
needs
to be
considered
for the partial
filling
of 3d
band . The hybridization
of La and Ni
bands
results
in a consequent
filling
of
the band without
appreciably
changing
the
d count
of Ni . In conclusion,
the
observation
of Ni 12 peak in all
La - Ni
intermetallics
indicates
that
the
hybridization
of La and Ni bands
is more
important
for fill ing the jd band of Ni
than charge
transfer
. Dose et al . [25J
have considered
the effect
of hybridiza
tion
in glassy
Cu60Zr40
sample
studied
by
SXAPS . Pure Cu spectra
shows a nearly
step -l ike behavior
superimposed
with some
oscillatory
structure
. The Cu spectrum
in
the glass
resembles
that
of partially
filled
ct-shell
transition
metals . They
interpreted
this
SXAPS spectra
of Cu as a
result
of hybridization
of Cu a - states
with the p - states
of ~r.

Spectr

oscopy

and gas (02 and N2) 2p wave functions,
the study
concluded
that
the saturation
values
of the diffusion
depths
of
nitrogen
ato ms in Ti thin
films
are much
smaller
than those
of oxygen
atoms .
SXAPS has also
been utilized
to
study
the adsorpt
ion phenomena . The
SXAPS spectra
of 3d metals
when exposed
to oxygen
showed l3J different
oxygen
ls
spectra
for chemisorbed
oxygen
and for
oxygen
in the oxide . Chemisorption
is
characterized
by one single
peak in the
oxygen
ls spectra
and no change
in the
metal
2p spectra.
Thus chemisorption
and
oxidation
phases
can be distinguished
with the help
of SXAPS .
The SXAPS spectra
as
obtained
by
Nyberg
l68J in the
case of Ti exposed
to oxygen
is shown in fig.10
. The signal
strength
in the oxygen
ls spectra
continues
to increase
upon exposure
.
Around 10 L of exposure
some changes
start
to occur
in the spectra.
These
mark the start
of the formation
of the
oxide
because
the electronic
structure
changes
when an oxide
starts
to grow on
the surface.
During
the chemisorption
stage
the metal
2p spectra
remain
unchanged
while
appreciable
changes
occur
during
oxide
formation
L2,34].
It
should
be noted
that
the density
of
states
effect
is suppressed
in AES by
using
large
modulation
voltages
when
taking
the derivative
. This AES detec tion
scheme also
makes it difficult
to
distinguish
clearly
between
the chemisorption
stage
and the oxide
formation
stage
by simply
looking
at the shape
of
the spectra
. The SXAPS study
of oxygen
adsorption
has been also
extended
to Cr ,
Fe and Ni
Lb8J . Andersson
and Nyberg
L4J have also
studied
the chemisorption
of C, N and Son
these
transition
metals.
They have interpreted
the peak
in the spectra
in terms
of unoccupied
valence
states
of the substrate
- adsorbate
complex . Also,
the full
width
at
half
maximum (FWHM) of the peaks
has
been founa
to correlate
with the varia tion
in the width
of the unfilled
portion
of the substrate
3d band. APS ,
thus , provides
a simple
means for
studying
the kinetics
of the reaction
of
gases
with
3d-transition
metals.
The
most striking
advantage
of the technique
is the possibility
of distinguishing
clearly
between
the chemisorption
stage
a nd the oxide
formation
stage
-- a
feature
not directly
available
by other
techniques
.
We have also
studied
the La and
LaH3 by AEAPS lin pressj
with the view
that
this
type of study
would be helpful
in understanding
the hydrogen
absorption
process
in La and also
in LaNi5 . The
M4 5 - levels
spectra
are shown in fig.11
.
Th~ spin - orbit
splitting
in the case of
La is found
to be 16,5 eV . ln the pure

Adsorption
The surface
electron
spectroscopies
are powerful
experimental
methods
for
investigating
the sorption
process.
In
DAPS, electrons
which are backscattered
quasi-elastically
are measured.
On the
other
hand,
AEAPS detects
the yield
of
secondary
electrons
produced
by primary
electrons
. In general,
the sensitivity
of
the DAPS diffe rs from that
of AEAPS, and
DAPS has higher
sensitivity
in the
neighborhood
of the surface.
Since
the
back-scattered
electrons
in DAPS travel
at least
twice
the path
corresponding
to
the penetration
depth,
the probing
depth
in DAPS spectra
is estimated
to be about
half
of that
in the AEAPS spectra
L71J .
The differences
in the DAPS and AEAPS
spectral
measurements
on the same solid
specimen
should
therefore
give
information
about
the depth
distribution
of the
diffused
gas atoms into
the surface
.
Konishi
et al . l52J have utilized
this
technique
to determine
the penetration
of
oxygen
and nitrogen
atoms
into
Ti surface
as a function
of exposure
to the gases.
Their
measurements
show that
the DAPS L 5
negativ
e peak heights
saturate
at an
oxygen
exposure
of 80 L, while
the AEAPS
peak heights
continue
to increase
up to
an exposure
of 100 L. The Ti 1 5 peak
heights
of both DAPS and AEAPS spectra
saturate
at a nitrogen
exposure
of about
10 L . Since
Ti L3 negative
peak height
is
a measure
of degree
of overlap
of Ti jd
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for different
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stage
is characterize
d b y one single
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in the metal
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Upon oxidation
the spectra
change.
permission
from ref. [68 l •

oxygen exposures.
Chemioxygen spectra
and no change
The figure
is reproduced
by

of the 3d hole . As a result,
the 3d hole
pulls
the empty
4f level
down 1.2 eV
below EF. The jd - excitation
then becomes
possible
, as shown in fig .1 2a . This
gives
rise
to peak A in fig .11. lncreas
ing the incident
electron
energy
further
, both the incident
and the core
electrons
may go into
the st ron gly
localized
4f levels
which,
due to the
4f-4f
repulsion
are raised
above EF .
This situation
is shown in fig.12b
and
corresponds
to
peak Bin
fig . 11. From
the measurements,
we estimate
the
position
of the 4f level
in this
excited
configuration
of pur e La as 1.5 eV above
EF .
In the AEAPS spectra
of La in LaH 5 ,
shown in fig . 11, three
peaks C, D and B'
a r e observed
in the M5 region . Comparison
of this
with the metallic
spectrum
shows the absence
of the peak A
and the existence
of two additio
n al
peaks C a nd Don the low energy
side of
the main peak B '. One of these
addition
al peaks
is due to the pulling
down of
the 4f level
in the presence
of a 3d

metal each spin - orbit
level
is seen to
give rise
to two structures
: a shoulder like
peak (A) followed
by a more intense
peak (B) which is accompanied
by an
undershoot.
The peak A reflects
the
excitation
3dl0 ➔ Ja94fl
while
~he peak B
the excitation
3d 1 0 + e ➔ jd94f2 L101J.
In the XPS 3d-level
spectra
of La a
similar
structure
on the low energy
side
of the main peak is observed
[70 , 83J .
This has been interpreted
as due to the
lowering
of the 4f level
in the presence
of a 3d hole.
Based on the screening
mechanism,
the low energy
structure
is
shown to correspond
to the well screened
(3d94f 1 ) hole whereas
the main peak is
due to the poorly
screened
(3d9 4f0 ) final
states
[36].
As a result,
we have drawn a
qualitative
picture
based on the one - ele ctron
process,
as shown in fig .1 2 . As the
energy
of the incide n t elect r on is
increased
, excitat
ion of a 3d electron
becomes possible.
Since the 4f-levels
are localized
in the core region,
they
are sensitive
to their
mutual
repulsion
and to the attractive
Coulomb potential
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FIGURE 11: M4 5 -levels
AEAPS spectra
of La in pure metal
and in
the two spectra
shows the absence
of the shoulder
A to the main
of two additional
peaks
(C and D) on the lower energy
side.
hole,
and the other
is due to the
hydrogen
induced
band.
In the case of
insulating
La compounds,
the XPS spectra
exhibit
a satellite
on the high BE side
of the main peak.
This has been int er preted
[17J as the lowering
of the 4f
level
to a few eV above the ligand
derived
band . However,
no high BE
satellite
is observed
in the AEAPS
spectra
for LaH 5 • This implies
that
the
model for insulating
La compounds
is not
applicable
to LaH 5 . Therefore
in the case
of LaH 5 , the 4f levels
are pulled
down
below the hydrogen
induced
band . On the
basis
of this
the
peak C is then
assigned
the transition
of the 3d
electron
to the pulled
down 4f level
below the hydrogen
induced
band and the
peak D the transition
to the hydrogen
induced
band . A te n tative
energy
level
diagram
drawn for these
possible
transi
tions
is shown in fig .1 3, In fig.lJa
is
shown the presence
of a 3d hole and the
consequent
pulling
down of the 4f level

LaH 3 .
Comparison
of
peak and the presence

below the hydrogen
induced
band.
ln
fig.13b
is depicted
the transition
giving
rise
to peak C in fig.11
. The
transition
correspo
nding
to peak Din
fig.11
is shown in fig.13c
and refle cts
the excitation
of the 3d electron
to the
hydrogen
induced
band.
The main p eak B'
occurs
when both the in cide nt and the
core electrons
undergo
resonant
transi
tion
to the strongly
localized
4f levels
above EF and is shown in fig . 13d . From
the measurements,
we estimate
the
position
of 4f level
in the present
excited
configuration
of La in LaH3 to
be 4.1 eV above EF. Thus,
AEAPS spectra
are useful
in determining
the position
of the 4f levels
relative
to EF in rare
earths
and their
hydrides
. Such a
determination
of the position
of 4f
levels
is extremely
important
in under standing
the applications,
such as
superconductivity
and permanent
mag netism,
of rare
earths
in modern
technology.
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FIGURE 1 2 : One electron
band picture
wi th different
4f levels
for 3d exci t a t ion in
met a llic
l a n tha n um .
(a ) 4f level
pu l led down be l ow Ep in the presence
of a 3d hole.
(b) Bo th i n cident
and core e l ec t rons go into
the st r ongly
localized
4f l eve l above Ep .

of EAPFS is carried
out in much the same
way as for EXAFS. After
the background
subtraction,
the fine
structure
X(k) is
plotted
as a function
of free
momentum
of the excited
core electrons
via the
equation:

Fi ne Structure
The extended
x-ray
absorption
fine
structure
(EXAFS) associated
with an
x-ray
absorption
discontinuity
has proved
in recent
years
[16,59,91]
a reliable
technique
for obtaining
structural
information
in a system . The information
obtained
includes
the interatomic
distance,
coordination
number,
and degree
of disorder
. In contrast
to the bulk
information
available
from the EXAFS
data,
extended
appearance
potential
fine
structure
(EAPFS) gives
information
about
the surface
structure
since
it utilizes
low ene r gy electron
beam for excitation
.
The fine
structu
r e is obtained
by
recording
the APS spectra
as a function
of prima r y electron
energy
[7JJ . The
structure
occurs
on the high energy
side
of a pa r ticular
core level
appearance
potential
edge and extends
over several
hundred
eV . This structure
appears
as a
result
o f a spherical
wave emanating
from the central
atom , modified
by weak
backscattering
from nearby
atoms . Recent
work has shown EAPFS to be analogous
to
EXAFS L7, 57,58J . Therefore,
the analysis

tlere E corresponds
to the energy
of
primary
electron,
and E0 is the BE of
the core level
involved.
The Fourier
transform
of X (k) yields
a radial
structure
function:
kmQX

F(r)

=

f k5X(k)

exp

( - 2ikr)

dr.

(14)

ko-ni.n

The nearest
neighbor
distance
of the
surface
constituents
is easily
obtained
from the prominent
peak position
after
appropriate
corrections
for phase shift
and multiple
scattering
as in EXAFS
[90J . These phase
shifts
are due to both
the central
atom and the surrounding
backscattering
atoms . These depend
on
the angular
momentum of the outgoing
electron
wave function
. In EXAFS, photon
excitation
implies
a dipole
selection
rule , g r eatly
simplifying
the determina
-
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FIGURE 13: One electron
band picture
for 3d exci tation
in LaH3.
The 4f le vel in
dif fe r en t situations
is shown.
(a) The 4f l eve l is pulled
down below the hydrogen
indu ced band.
(b) The 3d excita tion
into
the 4f l eve l giving
ris e to peak C in fig.
11.
(c) The 3d excitation
into
the hydrogen
indu ced band giving
rise
to peak Din
fig.
11.
(d) The incident
and 3d e lectrons
going into
the 4f lev el above Ep, co rresponding
to peak B' in fig.
11.
tion
of this
angula r momentum and hence
of the appropriate
phase shifts
. In
EAPFS, however,
the major question
in the
analys is is the angular
momentum of the
two final
state
electrons
[31J . The
knowledge
of the phase shifts
which is a
function
of the angular
momentum of the
electrons
determines
the precision
to
which the nearest
neighbor
distances
can
be resolved
. In their
model calculations
Mehl et al . l6JJ have suggested
a
pseudodipole
excitation
rule for EAPFS,
i . e ., the data can be analyzed
with the
same phas e shifts
as would be used for
EXAFS. Using this
proposed
model for the
K edge of Al and L 5 edge of Ti , they
have determined
the distance
of the first
shell
from the origin
within
± 0 . 004 nm
for Ti and ± 0 . 001 nm for Al , Th is

success
encourages
EAPFS to be used as a
valid
tool
in surface
measurements
since
theoretical
phase shifts
for all
the
elements
have been calculated
l94J and
successfully
employed
in EXAFS analysis
.
Konishi
et al . [5jJ have measured
the EAPFS spectra
for polycrystalline
Cr
using
the AEAPS spectra.
The fine
structure
was recorded
in the second
derivative
mode . In fig.14
is shown the
magnitude
of the Fourier
transform
of
the fine
structure
obtained
by them
above the L1 appearance
potential
edge
of polycrystalline
Cr . Using the phase
shifts
calculated
by Teo and Le e L94J,
they determined
, in the case of Cr, the
nearest
neighbor
atomic
spacing
as 0 . 25j
nm (1
0) , 0 . 254 nm (1 = l) and 0 . 254
nm (1 = 2) in good agreement
with bulk
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prominent
peak is at 0.233 ± 0.01 nm.
The nearest
neighbor
atomic
spac i ng 0.253
0.01 nm is in good agreement
with that
for bulk values.
The figure
is reproduced
permiss i on from ref.
[53].
value

(0 . 250 nm) .
Boer et al . [7J have studied
the
adsorption
of oxygen on Al(lOO)
using
DAPS. The ( 100) face of Al was exposed
to
120 L of oxygen.
They concluded
from the
fine
structure
associated
with the 0
K- edge that
oxygen in the system
is not
a bove the surface
but rather
between
the
first
(top)
and second
layers.
The
oxygen - aluminum
dista nce is determined
[30] to be 0.198 ± 0 . 05 nm . In bulk
Al203,
there
are two 0 - Al separations,
0 . 186 nm and 0 . 197 nm . The larger
one is
because
of the oxygen lying
between
two
Al ato ms while
the small
one is because
of the oxygen between
an Al and a vacancy
in the chain . Stohr
et al . [92] studied
the 3 nm thick
film of oxide on Al foil
by surface
EXAFS (SEXAFS) and found a
spacing
of 0 . 191 nm, the average
of the
two bulk values . This clearly
demonstra tes the surface
sensitivity
of EAPFS .
Boer at al . [8J studied
the oxygen - nickel
system . The ( 100 ) face of Ni was exposed
to oxygen,
and DAPS spectra
were

The

±

by

observed . They observed
a peak in the
Fourier
transform
at 0 . 204 nm using
1
2 phase shifts
. This peak lies
resp ec tively
at 0.227 or 0.221 nm when 1 = O
or 1 = 1 phase shifts
are used . The bulk
Ni -0 separation
is 0 . 209 nm. They
conclude
that
two or three
final
state
partial
waves co ntribut
e to the fine
st ructure.
The major complication
in EAPFS is
di ffraction
oscillations
due to elastically
scattered
electrons
from ordered
regions
of the sample . This can be
overcome
by monitoring
soft
x - ray
emission
during
the core de - excitation.
However,
for the soft
x - ray levels,
the
probability
for this
SXAPS process
is
less
than one percent
. lt is , ther e fore ,
important
to detect
the x - rays with high
quantum efficiency
to minimize
the
eff ects
produced
due to the incident
electron
current.
High quantum efficien
cy has been achieved
with a nude solid
state
surface
barrier
detector
consist
ing of a <111> oriented
Si crystal
coated
with a thin
Al layer
and cooled
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by liquid
nitrogen
[2J . Such a detector
has been utilized
by Einstein
et al . LjOJ
in their
study .
EAPFS has been found
to achieve
good
signal - to - noise
ratio
up to at least
110
nm- 1, i . e ., approximately
500 eV above
the threshold,
the upper
limit
of typical
EAPFS measurements
[64J . On the other
hand,
SEXAFS signals
are difficult
to
re so lv e a bo ve about
80 nm- 1 [9jJ . EAPFS
has also
been successful
in providing
structural
information
on the oxidation
of Al l7 J and Ni L8J where the LEED
patterns
were found to be ext inguished
upon exposure
of metal
surfaces
to
oxygen.
While the K edge spectra
have
been fairly
informative,
more theoretical
data seem to be necessary
for the
analysis
o f the Ledge
spectra
[8J .
EAPFS is produced
by backscattering
from close
neighbors
of the excited
ato m
and thus probes
only very short-range
order . It is,
therefore,
ideally
suitable
for systems
lacking
long - r ange order .
EAPFS experi ments do not have stringent
requirements
of sample
r egularity
and
purity
. I n contrast
to EXAFS, EAPFS can
obtain
fully
adequate
signal
strength
from a relatively
thin
adsor b ate layer.
Thus,
it probes
featur es aistinctly
characteristic
of the surface
region .
EXAFS experime nts require
high intensity
x - ray sources
such as those
availa bl e
from synchrotron
or rotating
a node tubes .
These are not commonly available
in
laboratories
. EAPFS experiments
use
eq uipm ent
which
is commonly accessible
in most surface
science
laboratories
thus
making it a widely
available
option
for
fine
structure
measurements
.

Spec t roscop y

a non - dispersive
technique
and requires
only relatively
simple
and inexpensive
apparatus
. These are the special
ad vantages
of APS ove r other
techniq u es .
The one - electron
theory
discussed
previously
explains
satisfactorily
the
fea t ures observed
in the spectra
of
simple
and 3d transition
metals . The
theory
is valid
for systems
h av ing
continuous
DOS above EF . Discrepancies
between
theory
and experiment
were
observed
for rare
earths,
light
elements
and 4d transition
metals . The breakdown
of the theory
for these
materials
is due
to the assumption
that
the incident
and/or
the excited
core elec trons
occupy
spatially
extended
states
in the conduc tion
band . Wendin [lOOJ has maa e an
attempt
to explain
the spectral
features
on the basis
of a model incorporating
two densities
of states,
one for the
scattered
projectile
electron
and the
other
for the excitation
with an
electro
n-hol e pair . This model is able
to explain
some of the spectral
featu r es . More theoretical
work,
taking
into acco unt the core-level
widths,
core -hol e lifetime
bro ade nin g , many-body
a nd other
effects
contributing
to the
spectrum,
is needed
to provid e a more
plausible
ex planation
for the APS
spectra
.
An interesting
application
of APS
is the derivation
of the density
of
states
from the signal
shape . Results
for 3d and 5d metals
have been found in
excellent
ag r eement with theoretical
calculations
. On the other
hand , BlS
offers
the possibility
of relating
directly
the ex perim entally
determined
spectral
features
to the theoretical
DOS. APS is found more suitable
to the
study
of intermetallics,
especially
to
multicomponent
systems . Another
impor tant
a pplic atio n of APS is to the study
of the adsorptio
n phenom e non . The
adsorption
of oxygen on certain
metal
surfaces
has
shown that
there
is a
change
in the oxygen spectra
when the
oxide
formation
starts.
Thus,
i t is
possible
to distinguish
the adsorption
and oxide
formation
stages
directl
y from
the spectra
. In other
techniques,
e . g.,
as in AES, such a direct
result
cannot
be obtained
by simply
looking
at the
shape of the spectra
.
The fine
str u cture
( known as
extenaed
appearance
potential
fine
structure,
EAPFS) occurs
on the high
e nergy side of a particular
core level
appearance
potential
edge and is analogous to the bulk phenomenon
EXAFS in
obtaining
structural
information
. The
analysis
of EAPFS can be done on similar
lines
as with EXAFS . Unlike
EXAFS , which
requires
high intensity
sources
such as
those
from synchrotron
or rotating
anode
tubes,
EAPFS makes use of experimental

Summary
In this
r eview paper
we have
discussed
the interesting
applications
of APS to modern science
a n d technology
and highlighted
its
importance
relative
to other
techniques
available
. In this
section,
we discuss
the r elative
st ren g ths and li mitations
of APS.
The intensity
of a signal
in an APS
spectrum
is dete rmine d by the tra nsition
of a core elect ron to the unoccupied
states
above the Fermi level.
The
strength
of the signal,
ther efo r e ,
depends
upon the density
of these
unoccupied
states
. For simple
metals , the
3d transition
metals,
the rare earths,
etc . , having
high density
of unoccupied
states
at the Fermi level,
this
technique
is particularly
suitable
for their
study .
Noble metals,
such as Au, having
very
low DOS, give a very weak signal
in the
spectrum
. This is the reason
why APS
cannot
be used as a common a nalytical
tool.
For the elements
to which it is
sensitive
the spectra
are much simpler
and easier
to interpret
. Moreover , APS is
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set -up commonly available
in any surface
analysis
laboratory
. Moreover,
the
structural
information
obtained
from
EAPFS is about
the surface
only.
Thus
EAPFS is a suitable
option
for fine
structure
measurements.
The theoretical
data available
are suitable
for the
analysis
of the K edge spectra
of the
elements
. Additional
theoretical
data are
necessary
for the analysis
of the Ledge
spectra.
The diffraction
oscillations
due
to elastically
scattered
electrons
from
the single
crystals
pose a complication
in EAPFS. This can be overcome
by using
SXAPS . However,
for the detection
of
x - rays high quantum efficiency
detectors
must be used .
For surface
studies
it is necessary
to prevent
changes
of the surface
resulting
from heating
due to primary
electrons.
This means that
low primary
currents
should
be used.
SXAPS requires
large
current
and hence can be used in
cases
where surface
changes
are not
expected
to occur
due to heating
of the
sample.
AEAPS, on the other
hand,
uses
lower primary
currents.
Also,
the
probability
of Auger process
is ap proximately
two orders
of magnitude
higher
than the probability
of x-ray
emission
in 0-2000
eV energy
range of the
analysis.
Thus AEAPS is more sensitive
and is,
therefore,
commonly used for
surface
analysis.
It must be noted
that
the structures
observed
by SXAPS and
AEAPS spectra
may differ
largely
because
of the core hole decay mechanisms
following
the excitation
of the core
electrons
in these
spectroscopies.
In
SXAPS the X-ray emission
is slow and core
hole production
and de - excitation
are
only weakly
coupled . On the other
hand,
in AEAPS the Auger decay is fast
and the
excitation
and decay are strongly
coupled.
This may lead to some broadening
of structure
in AEAPS. Dose et al . Ll9J
have observed
in solid
Ni the smearing
of
threshold
slope
and str u cture
in the
AEAPS spectrum
as compared
to the SXAPS
spectrum . APS is, however,
not limited
to
solid
metals
only.
With proper
experimen tal arrangement
it could be extended
to
the study
of liq ui d metals,
as has been
demonstrated
by Dose et al . Ll9J .
The major problem
in APS is the
signal-to-noise
ratio.
However,
better
sensitivity
could b e achieved
, in the
case of SXAPS , by using
energy
detectors
with high quantum eff icien cy and by
geometric
a rr a ng eme nt of the diffe r e n t
components
of the spectrometer.
The
disadvantage
of signal-to-noise
r atio
does not limit
the use of APS . It has
been observed
that
APS has important
adva nt ages unique
to this
threshold
spectroscopy
as compared
with other
surface
sensitive
techniques,
especially
with respect
to the most widely
us ed AES

l49J.
In AES, the backscattering
effects
describing
the intensity
enhancement
due
to energetic
scattered
or secondary
electrons,
can introduce
serious
distor tions
in quantitative
analysis
and
microanalysis.
These distortions
do not
exist
at the excitation
threshold
and
are therefore
absent
in SXAPS, AEAPS ana
DAPS, making these
spectroscopies
more
adaptable
for the study
of surfaces
.
The present
experience
with this
technique
is quite
limited.
The ex perimental
work has been narrowed
down
due to the non-availability
of sufficient
theoretical
data . The main dif ficulty
is the extraction
of relevant
information
from the experimental
data
in order
to correlate
with the existing
theoretical
models . Wide scope exists
for the theoretical
and experimental
work in this
field , When the different
aspects
of APS are fully
exploited,
this
spectroscopy
will
be accepted
as a
popular
technique
for materials
characterization
of surfaces.
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Discussion

with

Reviewers

T.J . Shaffner
: Could APS be used in conjunction
with inert
gas spu tter
etching
for depth profiling?
Would this
alter
the
density
of unoccupied
states
beyond
recognition?
Authors:
No experimental
data are a vai labl e
for the sputter
depth profiling
of materials by APS.
T.J . Shaffner:
Would yo u anticipate
any
advantages
of APS over other
surface
sensitive
techniques,
such as XPS and
AES, for the analysis
of the new high
Tc YBa 2 Cu30 7-x superconducting
materials?
Authors:
Again,
n o experimental
data are
available
for superconducting
materials.
The advantages
of APS over XPS and AES
have been pointed
out with suitable
examples
in this
paper .
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